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Major Changes Incorporated into Revisions 218 and

219

1) VHFRFLG is now reset in V37 (PCR #465).
2) The resetting of the D\A4ONFLG was removed in P11 since D\/I\AON
3)
4)
5)
6i

no longer exists after the i.ncorporation of the V97 engine fail logic.
VHFRFLG is no longer reset in R22. or P20 since V37 re.sets this
flag (See no. 1 above).
After an optics mark has been rejected inR22, a transfer is made
now to EEND3 instead of RENDl. REND3 looks for a VHF mark.
REND1 looks for an optics mark.
The resetting of the ONMONFLG rvas taken out of AVGEND in
SERVICER since ONMONFLG no longer exists.
The ENTRY DAP estimate of roil acceleration was temporarily
changed back to its original value until more information can be
obtained.

7J Several comments in P40 were cleared

up.

S) The ALARM and ABORT descriptions were updated to include

comments describing the type of ALARM or ABORT.
9). The bug in the DO1MNLINK program rruhich could have resulted
in a list going down wj.th the wrong ID was corrected.
10) An incorrect EBANK declaration was deleted from V3?.
11) MRKBUF2 is now set to a minus number at the end of R32 to
prevent an old mark from being incorporated after R32.
12i A change was put into R32 to zero VHFCNT.

13) Noun 51. has been hooked up tc the PIITIBALL nou:t tab1e.
1,4) The JAMIT tag in SXThIARK has been r-noved up one to cure

the pr^oblem of i.nccrrectly Lndexi.nfl on QFRET.
i5) An unnecessar-y' EBAl{K setting was deleted our of V3?.
ifji V37 no longer sets the SUPHH.BIIK to zetc since it is unnece ssary.
17) The comments on N49 rvere updated.
1B) Bit names were added for all the flagword bits.
19) The unused ONMONFLG was deleted.
20i The unnecessary call to TESTXACT was deleted from V?4.
21) The terminate logic on V91 in SUI\{CHECK was correeted by
storing SELFADRS in SKEEP1 to prevent the restarts and other
problems ivhich occurred in SELFCHECK.
221 Extended V40 was changed to end i.n GOPiN instead of ENDOFJOB
in order that the interrupted display or a blank DSKY results
upon its termination.
23, PCN #464 was implemented. This changes the coarse align
threshold from 50 to 1o in CAL53A.
24j A missing TCF instruction resulting from the previous assembly
was replaced in CLOCKJOB.
,1.25) CM/FLAGS was reset in the P40s in order to avoid the SIIRVICER
ENTRY calculations.
26l- The JOB PRIORITY of P4TBODY was raised from 20 to 30 in
order that NB3 calculations (rvhich are hooked to SERVICER at
a PRIORITY of 20)are zeroed by P4TBODY on the first pass before
NBS is displayed. The PRIORITY is then lowered again to PRIO15
to protect the response from NB3 from interrupting SERVICER.
P4TBODY has been changed to restart at PRIO3O.
27) EGSW is now- set in P61 to improve the fli.ght time estimate for
the EMS display calculations.
28) The restart 1.5SPOT has been changed to go to REDO40.9
instead of S40.9 to conform to the new S40.9 restart 1ogic.
zgt The restart logic in S40.9 was changed to essentially not restart
S40.9. Now a restart will go to REDO4O.9 which will terminate
the o1d S40.9. A new S40.9 wonrt start up again until the next
. pass of steering.. Thq o1d restar.t logic was incorrect in that it
was possible for HAVEGUES to destroy VINIT and ITINIT rilhen in
the lunar case. The restart point went to S4O. I directly whj,ch
expected a good VINIT and RINIT.
30) The MASSPROP call was moved to DOTVCRCS from SPSOFF.
This mGve will help to prevent RUPTLOCKs and the DOWNRUPTS
loss problerns which previously occurred.
31) A check was added to TVcINI:I to leave CSMIV1ASS alone if the
engine has already been turned off.
.
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?2) A eptiins nf ffifi{ deadband was del-eted at the end of P40 sjace
GOTOPCCH now restores the cieadbancl t* ihat last set up in R03.
33i The resiart proteciion of D{}StrSOFF in P4S was cclrrecteci to be
type A ra,ith the TBASE set instead of tvpe B.
34i The r-rptics IIAC is n*w rijsengaged in S40.6 and re:*ngaged at
th*. end of ?VC. The p::errents TVC from driving the optics
regai'dl-ess of v;l:ere the positi*n of the cptics mode swi.tch is"
35) The RCS is now started up in 3.1 sec, not 3.16 sec. in ROOI|OPOO"
36) A caii to MASSPROP is ncw made in ROCi|OFOO since SPSOFF
now ilo longer ca1ls it.
371 'Ihe N69 display in P65 was incorrectly restarted to be set up
twice" This bug resulted j.n a normai display on tCIp of a normal
display ABORT" This bug was fixed.
38) The terminate response on the N41 display in V65 (P03) was
incorrectly going to GTSOPTCS which turned on A'LARM 1602"
This was corrected by sending the response to GCOMFS which
terminates the program.
39) TVC initialization was restarted with the result ihat TVC never
started again. This bug v/as corrected"
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Froblems in Revisi.on 219

1i V80 and VB1 are checking the wrong flag for R32.
2\ V65 is doing a GOPIN in the wrong place
3) Several progranl descriptions are out of date. These should
4)
5)

updated.
VB2 erasable HAPOX

also in VB2.

be

is conflicting with THETA(1) +1 which is

Some extended verbrs have mark displays and normal displays
mixed. If a normal display occurs after a mark ciisplay the bit
of FLAGWRD4 which is set by a mark display will lock out a

1

norrnal display.

6) Extended V82 does a V04N06 display and so do P21, P52, P3B and
p3?. This results in an erasable conflici because both the extend"ed
ver.bs and the normal programs use the same erasables for N06.
7t RTEVGAM, PBIAS and YBIAS {10 words} are now in fixed memory
but the GSOP'specifi"es them as erasables.
8) PINBALL does not wake up displays sleeping due to a1t191aut use
on any loads. Either a change should be made to PINBALL or
ASTRONAUT decks will have to be changed.
9i The polynornial fit fo:: f(X) in TF-F shoutrd be changed to inchide
a wider hyPerboiic range.

Fotential Frobiems
1i }:li3 dces nct ai-ways d:"l.re the OP'I'X trunnicn to the correci angie
for ia,rget no. 2 after a good mark is rnade on target no. 1 {ST'Li.
23 l"he *ptics siops t*st in T4RUP'X does nr:t inilialtze ZL cn the
firs:.pass {RG}.
P:ssl"q.-5919
L71 Wtren loading decimal data into the AGC, the ENTER sometimes
changes the last di.git of the loaded value since PINBALL roundoff
in decimalf octalf decimal conversion occurs when data is kgyed
in (clecj.mai to oitat) and entered and redisplayed (octal to decimali.

Statisticai Surnrgary for COLOSSUS
1)
21

3)

219

Numiler of modification changes 4A
490
Number of, cards
+19
Total fixed memory changes

V.ersions

The only COLOSSUS version that is being tested at this time is
HUGHEXEC which contains a revised EXECUTIVE.'

This was later found to be the incorrect tag for the flag. It should
have Lreen ClVt/DSTBY.

